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Objective 1;
Express agreement and 
disagreement by choosing the 
correct answer .

P.71
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Language 
functions
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Repeat the following words: SB. p.71 

1. Which of the following BEST expresses an opinion ? 

A. l, personally, believe  that                      B. What is your point of view? 

C. May I interrupt you for a second?        D. Hold on. I will be back in a minute. 

2. Which of the following BEST expresses agreeing ? 

A. It is impossible to go                                B. I agree with you. 

C. very true, but ---------- D. In my point of view, we should

3. Which of the following BEST expresses disagreeing ? 

A. It is possible ----------- B. I agree with you. 

C. very true, but ---------- D. In my point of view, we should
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Objective2;

Review vocabulary by choosing the correct answers .

P.  11
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Vocabulary 
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Repeat the following words: S.B p.11 

Settle in

Put sb up

Check out

Check in

Moved out

Drop by

Move in

Could you put me…………. when I come to Rome?
Which answer best fits the gap above?
A- on 
B- out  
C- up 
D- down  

2 - All guests should check …….. By noon.

Which answer best fits the gap above?
A- on 
B- out  
C- by 
D- down  

3 - Ali put his friends  ______ for the weekend, at his farm.

Which answer best fits the gap above?
A- on 
B- up  
C- by
D- down  
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1. They ……in quickly at their new school.

2. The last  thing I did at the hotel I ………………..out.  

3. My friend was in the neighbourhood, so she may………… by.

Fill in the gaps using the words in the box. 

put – drop - check - settle settle in

Put up

Check out

Check in

Moved out

Drop by

Move in

S.B p.11 
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Objective 3;

Practice present simple and present progressive 
by answering the questions correctly. 

Ex. B/ C  P. 10

A/B/C/D/E   P.14

Wh-Q
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Grammar 
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Present simple
He

She                      s/es

It 

They 

We

You                     verb1

I  

every

Always

Usually 

Often  

1. Choose the correct answer .

Khaled always …………… his father. 

a. help 

b. helps

c. is helping 

d. has helped 

2. Correct  

Sara often ……………. English at night.

(read)   

3.  Correct 

They…………. everyday at work. 

(works)  

S.B p.10 ex. B/ C/ D   
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is flying 

is repairing 

Present progressive

He

She               is

It 

They                            (  v ) ing

We                are

You 

I                      am
Now

Look

At the moment 

1. Choose the correct answer .

Mohsen is…………… his homework now. 

a. do

b. does

c. doing

d. done

2. Correct  

Faisal and I ……….our favorite program at the moment .

(study)   

3.  Correct 

Look ! I…………. Without any help. 

(works)  

S.B p.10 ex. B/ C/ D   
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is flying 

is repairing 

1. Choose the correct answer .

Abdulrahman …………… to be a policeman . 

a. want

b. wants

c. wanted

d. wanting

2. Correct  

Faisal ……….to study French in his free time. .

(love)   

3.  Correct 

I…………. Hamad very well.he is a very good student.  

(know)  

Stative verbs
He

She                      s/es

It 

They 

We

You                     verb1

I  

want

know

own

love  

S.B p.10 ex. B/ C/ D   
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is flying 

is repairing 

1. Choose the correct answer .

A………. are you angry?

B. Because I missed the bus.

a. Where

b. when

c. why

d. who

2.  Form a question using ( where) 

A………………………………………………?

B. I lived in Doha.                           

3. Form a question using ( How many) 

A………………………………………………?

B.  I have two brothers.                           

Wh- Questions

Where

When 

Who 

Why 

How many.....

Wh-q +  helping  verb + subject+  main verb?  

he

they

….

does

do

did

….

go

play

….
?

S.B p.10 ex. B/ C/ D   
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Objective 4 ;

Identify details in a reading text by answering 
questions in exercise on page 57.

P. 57
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Reading
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Read the passages and answer the questions from Paragraph 1.

S.B p.57 Reading 
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Read the passages and answer the questions from Paragraph 1.S.B p.57 Reading 

What is the purpose of the paragraph? 

a. To present two views about pearl in Qatar. 
b. To tell a story about Pear diving in Qatar.
c. To give information about pearl diving.
d. To predict the future of pearl 
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Read the passages and answer the questions from Paragraph 1.S.B p.57 Reading 

How do people near the coastal survived?

a. visiting cities 
b. finding water
c. discovering oil.
d. finishing for pearls
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Read the passages and answer the questions from Paragraph 1.S.B p.57 Reading 

Why was the pearl diving important ?

Detail 1

Detail 2 
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https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/618b71ba795b74001d48ce8d
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See You
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